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LD radiative corrections to exclusive τ→χν decays

channel accuracy Interest RadCorr

X (PDG 2014) O(↵)
⇡�

0.6% e� µ univ, Vus ratio K/⇡ [1]

K�
1.4% e� µ univ, Vus ratio K/⇡ [1]

⇡�⇡0
0.4% CVC, aµ t�distrib, BR [2,3]

K�⇡0
3.5% Vus Estim. BR [4,5]

K0⇡�
4.8% Vus Estim. BR [4]

⇡�⇡0⇡0
1.2% - no

⇡+⇡�⇡�
0.6% - no
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Remaining	  CVC	  puzzles	  (a1er	  IB	  correc7ons):
▶Measured	  values	  of	  B(π-‐π0)	  and	  predic7ons	  from	  e+e-‐	  data,	  differ	  by	  ≃2σ
▶τ	  vs.	  e+e-‐	  	  measured	  spectral	  func7ons	  differ	  for	  E>	  mρ(770)

▶predic7ons	  of	  aμ[ππ,	  LO]	  based	  on	  τ	  and	  e+e-‐	  data	  differ	  by	  1.5σ

QCD$en$tests$de$la$Teoría$Estándar$de$Física$de$Par8culas$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Pablo!Roig!Garcés!

CVC hypothesis (isospin symmetry)

v⇡+⇡�(s) = v⇡�⇡0(s) ·RIB(s)

RIB(s) =
FSR(s)

GEM (s)

�3
0(s)

�3
�(s)

����
F0(s)

F�(s)

����
2
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virtual+real (infrared)
photon corrections

remaining
real-photon corrections

2π invariant-mass spectrum

aµ(ππ): remove radiative corrections encoded in GEM(s) from 
photon inclusive   di-pion spectrum; 
BR(ππ): add GEM(s) to e+e- spectral function to compare
to measured photon inclusive BR.

d�[⇡⇡(�)]

dt
=

d�0[⇡⇡]

dt
GEM (t)

GEM (t) = G0
EM (t) +Grest

EM (t)
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Virtual-photon corrections:
▶ ChPT with virtual photons and leptons + relevante resonance d.o.f. 

    (Cirigliano, Ecker & Neufeld, PLB 2001)
▶ Model-Independent corrections [photon exchange among external 

  lines + SQED a la   Sirlin (1967)], (Flores-Baez & Morones, PRD 2013)

Effects	  on	  BR

BR⌧ (⇡
�⇡0(�)) = BR0

⌧ (⇡
�⇡0)[1 + �0LD]

�0LD = �0.004

CEN & Flores-Baez, Morones
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X

spin

|M� | = e2
X

spin

|M0(k = 0)|2
����
p⌧ · ✏
p⌧ · k � p⇡� · ✏

p⇡� · k
����
2

+O(k0) + · · ·

▶Low’s low-energy theorem (F. E. Low 1958)

▶Burnett and Kroll’s theorem (T. Burnett and N. Kroll, 1968)

M� =
A

k
+Bk0 + · · ·

BK not satisfied!; remaining terms of O(k0) 
not fixed completely by gauge-invariance requirements? 

Real-photon corrections τ-(p)→π-(p-)π0(p0)ν(q)γ(ε,k)

M�(⇡⇡) = eGFVud


L(p, p�)Q̄⌫f+ +X⌫ +

if+
2p · k "µ⌫⇢�✏

µQ̄⇢k�
�
l⌫

L(a, b) ⌘ a.✏

a.k
� b.✏

b.k
⌘ L�(a)b�

b.k

X⌫ = �L(p�, Q)(f 0
+ � f+)


Q̄⌫ +

p�.k

Q.k
Q⌫

�
+ L⌫(p�)f

0
+ + L⌫(Q̄)

Q̄.k

2p.k
f+

Q = p� + p0; Q̄ = p0 � p�; f (0)
+ = f+(t

(0)); t0 = (Q+ k)2 = t+ 2Q.k

Extra term of VMD 
w.r.t. RχT (we tag it 

with a coeff. δ; Lopez Castro, Roig 

& Toledo in progress )
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Virtual+(leading-Low) real photon corrections

{With	  CEN	  G0EM

and	  VMD	  FF	  

Lopez Castro, Roig and Toledo, 
work in progress
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All with CEN G0EM

Influence of the form factor:
 GP=Guerrero-Pich 
VMD=Flores et. al. 
DR=Dumm-Roig 

López Castro, Roig & Toledo, in progress 

Virtual+(leading-Low) real photon corrections
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Virtual+(leading-Low) real photon corrections

All with CEN GEM0 

Influence of the form factor: 
GP=Guerrero-Pich 
VMD=Flores et. al.
DR=Dumm-Roig 

López Castro, Roig & Toledo, in progress) 
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Form factor from non-radiative 2-pion tau decays 

Discussed	  in	  my	  talk	  yesterday
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FIG. 2: Left: Isospin-breaking corrections from GEM, FSR, !3
0(s)/!3

!(s) and |F0(s)/F!(s)|2. Right: Isospin-breaking corrections
in the ratio of I = 1 components of the form factors |F0(s)/F!(s)|2 due to the " mass splitting #m! = m!± !m!0 , the $ mass
splitting #m" = m"± ! m"0

bare
, and the di!erence #"" in the $ meson widths.

with

RIB(s) =
FSR(s)

GEM(s)

!3
0(s)

!3
!(s)

!

!

!

!

F0(s)

F!(s)

!

!

!

!

2

. (3)

In Eq. (2), (1/NX)dNX/ds is the normalised invariant
mass spectrum of the hadronic final state, and BX! de-
notes the branching fraction of " ! X!(#)$! (through-
out this paper, final state photon radiation is implied
for " branching fractions). We use for the " mass the
value m! = (1776.84± 0.17)MeV [19], and for the CKM
matrix element |Vud| = 0.97418± 0.00019 [22], which as-
sumes CKM unitarity. For the electron branching frac-
tion we use Be = (17.818 ± 0.032)%, obtained [23] sup-
posing lepton universality. Short-distance electroweak
radiative e!ects lead to the correction SEW = 1.0235 ±
0.0003 [10, 24–26]. All the s-dependent isospin-breaking
(IB) corrections are included in RIB, and discussed in the
following for the dominant %% decay channel.

The first term in Eq. (3) is the ratio FSR(s)/GEM(s),
where FSR(s) refers to the final state radiative correc-
tions [27] in the %+%! channel, and GEM(s) denotes the
long-distance radiative corrections of order & to the pho-
ton inclusive "! ! %!%0$! spectrum. GEM(s) includes
the virtual and real photonic corrections and was calcu-
lated originally in [28] in the framework of the Resonance
Chiral Theory [29]. In that work the small axial contribu-
tions to real photon emission were fixed using the axial
anomalous terms [30]. A recalculation of GEM(s) was
presented in [31], where the real photon corrections were
incorporated via a meson dominance model. Since these

corrections diverge in the soft-energy limit, a small mass
must be given to the photon as regularisation. Consis-
tency however requires that the real photon corrections
are calculated by summing over all three polarisation
states of the massive photon [32]. If we include the lon-
gitudinal polarisation according to Ref. [32], the model-
independent piece of the radiative corrections changes by
at most 0.3% close to threshold and rapidly vanishes with
increasing s.

The GEM(s) correction used in this analysis is based on
Ref. [31]. We do not apply, however, any correction for
the contribution from the square of the %(' ! %0#) am-
plitude, since it is considered as a background by all ex-
periments and hence subtracted from the measured spec-
tral functions. On the other hand, we do keep the inter-
ference between bremsstrahlung and ' amplitudes. The
resulting GEM(s) function is shown by the solid curve in
the left-hand plot of Fig. 2. The main numerical di!er-
ence between this correction and that of [28] lies below
the ( peak. Since the origin of the di!erence is presently
only partly understood, we assign the full e!ect as sys-
tematic uncertainty to the GEM correction.

The second correction term in Eq. (3), !3
0(s)/!3

!(s),
arises from the %±–%0 mass splitting and is important
only close to the threshold (dotted curve in Fig. 2 (left)).

The third IB correction term involves the ratio of the
electromagnetic to weak form factors |F0(s)/F!(s)| and
is the most delicate one. Below 1 GeV, the pion form
factors are dominated by the ( meson resonance, such
that IB e!ects mainly stem from the mass and width
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FIG. 3: Relative comparison between e+e! and ! spectral functions, expressed in terms of the di!erence between neutral
and charged pion form factors. Isospin-breaking (IB) corrections are applied to ! data with its uncertainties, although hardly
visible, included in the error band.

TABLE II: The IB-corrected ahad,LO
µ ["", ! ] (!10!10) from the measured mass spectrum by ALEPH, CLEO, OPAL and Belle,

and the combined spectrum using the corresponding branching fraction values. The results are shown separately in two di!erent
energy ranges. The first errors are due to the shapes of the mass spectra, which also include a small contribution of 0.11 from
the ! mass and |Vud|. The second errors are due to B!!0 and Be, and the third errors from the isospin-breaking corrections,
which are partially anti-correlated between the two energy ranges. The last line gives the world average branching fraction and
also the evaluations of the combined spectra (which are not equivalent to the arithmetic averages of the individual evaluations
– see text).

Experiment ahad,LO
µ ["", ! ] (10!10) B!!0 (%)

2m!± " 0.36 GeV 0.36 " 1.8 GeV

ALEPH 9.46 ± 0.33exp ± 0.05B ± 0.07IB 499.19 ± 5.20exp ± 2.70B ± 1.87IB 25.49 ± 0.10stat ± 0.09syst

CLEO 9.65 ± 0.42exp ± 0.17B ± 0.07IB 504.51 ± 5.36exp ± 8.77B ± 1.87IB 25.44 ± 0.12stat ± 0.42syst

OPAL 11.31 ± 0.76exp ± 0.15B ± 0.07IB 515.56 ± 9.98exp ± 6.95B ± 1.87IB 25.46 ± 0.17stat ± 0.29syst

Belle 9.74 ± 0.28exp ± 0.15B ± 0.07IB 503.95 ± 1.90exp ± 7.84B ± 1.87IB 25.24 ± 0.01stat ± 0.39syst

Combined 9.76 ± 0.14exp ± 0.04B ± 0.07IB 505.46 ± 1.97exp ± 2.19B ± 1.87IB 25.42 ± 0.10

inant !! channel can be evaluated with

!IBaLO,had
µ [!!, " ] =

#2m2
!

6 |Vud|2!2

B""0

Be

! m2
!

4m2
"

ds
K(s)

s

!
dNX

NX ds

"

1 "
s

m2
!

#!2"

1 +
2s

m2
!

#!1 $

RIB(s)

SEW
" 1

%

,

where K(s) is a QED kernel function [41].
The numerical values for the various corrections are

given in Table I for the energy range between the 2!
mass threshold and 1.8 GeV. The present estimate of the
IB e"ect from long-distance corrections is smaller than
the previous one [13, 31], because we now use a GEM(s)
correction in which the contributions involving the $%!
vertex are explicitly excluded (except for its interference
with the QED amplitude). Its uncertainty corresponds to
the di"erence between the correction used in this analy-
sis and that from Ref. [28]. The quoted 10% uncertainty
on the FSR and !!& electromagnetic corrections is an
estimate of the structure-dependent e"ects (pion form
factor) in virtual corrections and of intermediate reso-

nance contributions to real photon emission [38, 42, 43].
The systematic uncertainty assigned to the $–% interfer-
ence contribution accounts for the di"erence in ahad,LO

µ

between two phenomenological fits, where the mass and
width of the % resonance are either left free to vary or
fixed to their world average values.

Some of the corrections in Table I are parametrisation
dependent. We choose to take the final corrections from
the Gounaris-Sakurai parametrisation and assign the full
di"erence with respect to the KS results4 as systematic
error. The total correction for isospin breaking amounts
to ("16.07 ± 1.85) · 10!10 for ahad,LO

µ [!!, " ], where all
systematic errors have been added in quadrature except
for the GS and KS di"erence which has been added lin-
early. This correction is to be compared to the value

4 We do not confirm the significant IB correction di!erence of the
KS parametrisation on the !!" interference with respect to the
GS parametrisation observed in Ref. [35].

M. Davier et al, EPJ 2010

4

di!erences between the !± and !0 mesons, and from !0–
" mixing. The overall e!ect of this correction is shown
by the dash-dotted curve in Fig. 2 (left).

Let us analyse in more detail the IB e!ects in the form
factors. A direct calculation of the 2# production am-
plitudes in e+e! annihilation and $ decays using vector
meson dominance leads to

F0(s) = f!0(s)

!

1 + %!"
s

m2
" ! s ! im"""(s)

"

, (4)

F!(s) = f!!(s) , (5)

where %!" is a complex !–" mixing parameter. Follow-
ing [7], two phenomenological fits to the e+e! form factor
data have been performed using the Gounaris-Sakurai
(GS) [33] and Kühn-Santamaria (KS) [34] parametri-
sations3. For the corresponding mixing strengths and
phases of the fits we find |%GS

!" | = (2.00 ± 0.06) " 10!3,
arg(%GS

!" ) = (11.6±1.8)", and |%KS
!" | = (1.87±0.06)"10!3,

arg(%KS
!" ) = (13.2±1.7)", respectively. In both parametri-

sations, the absorptive parts of the ! propagators have
an explicit energy-dependence of the form !i

#
s"!0,!(s).

One of the IB e!ects is associated with the ! meson
width di!erence. Within an accuracy of 0.1%, the decay
widths of the ! mesons below

#
s = 1 GeV are given

by their photon inclusive rates into ## modes [38]. A
direct calculation of the ! $ ##(&) and ##& decay rates
shows that the width di!erence, %"! = "!0!"!! , is given
by [38]

%"!(s) =
g2

!##

#
s

48#

#

'3
0(s)(1 + %0) ! '3

!(s)(1 + %!)
$

, (6)

where g!## is the strong coupling of the isospin-invariant
!## vertex and %0,! denote radiative corrections for
photon-inclusive ! $ ## decays, which include ! $ ##&.
Contrary to expressions used in previous approaches the
! meson decay widths in Eq. (6) are independent of the
photon energy cut-o! used to separate the ! $ ##(&)
and ! $ ##& rates. In addition to the IB arising
from the #±–#0 mass di!erence, the radiative correc-
tions to ! $ ## and their corresponding radiative rates
produce a splitting in the ! meson widths. For in-
stance, at

#
s = m! = 775 MeV, the width di!erence

of Eq. (6) is %"! % +0.76 MeV, compared to the value
%"! % (!0.42 ± 0.58)MeV used in [5]. The di!erence
between the two results is mainly due to the e!ects from
radiative corrections (the %0,! terms in Eq. (6)). Our re-
sults can also be compared to the one used in [28], %"! =

3 The fits are performed in the full mass range where the e+e! data
are available. This di!ers from those fits performed in Ref. [35]
in which the fits were limited to a given single e+e! experiment
(with data available only below 1GeV) with fewer number of
free parameters. We do not use the Hidden Local Symmetry
e!ective model [36] and the e!ective field theory model [37] as
these models do not include contributions from the high mass
resonances such as !" and therefore can only be valid for the
mass range below about 1GeV.

(m!s/96#F 2
#)['3

0(s) ! '3
!(s)] + (0.45± 0.45)MeV, which

at
#

s = 775 MeV gives %"! = (!0.61± 0.45)MeV. Note
that if electromagnetic e!ects were ignored (%0,! = 0) in
Eq. (6), we would have %" = !1.06 MeV, which is very
similar to the cases considered in [5, 28].

The second input required to assess the IB e!ects in
the form factors is the mass splitting between neutral
and charged ! mesons. Using the expected di!erence
m!0 ! m!0

bare
% 3"(!0 $ e+e!)/(2() = 1.45 MeV, be-

tween dressed and bare !0 mass [39], together with the
experimental value m!± ! m!0 = (!0.4 ± 0.9)MeV, ob-
tained by KLOE from a fit to the ) $ #+#!#0 Dalitz
plot [40], one finds %m! = m!±!m!0

bare
= (1.0±0.9)MeV,

which we use here instead of the degeneracy assumed in
previous analyses [10, 28].

The IB e!ects in the ratio of I = 1 components of the
pion form factors (except for !–" mixing) are drawn in
the right-hand plot of Fig. 2. It is noticeable that the
e!ects of photonic corrections and of the #±–#0 mass
di!erence in the ! meson widths largely cancel each other.

Figure 3 shows the relative di!erence between the e+e!

and the isospin-breaking-corrected $ spectral functions
versus s. The relative normalisation is consistent within
the respective errors and the shape is found in better
agreement than before [11], despite a remaining devia-
tion above the !-mass-squared. The discrepancy with
the KLOE data, although reduced, persists.

IV. UPDATE OF ahad,LO
µ [!!, " ]

TABLE I: Contributions to ahad,LO
µ [!!, " ] (!10!10) from the

isospin-breaking corrections discussed in Sec. III. Corrections
shown in two separate columns correspond to the Gounaris-
Sakurai (GS) and Kühn-Santamaria (KS) parametrisations,
respectively.

!ahad,LO
µ [!!, " ] (10!10)

Source
GS model KS model

SEW "12.21 ± 0.15

GEM "1.92 ± 0.90

FSR +4.67 ± 0.47

#–$ interference +2.80 ± 0.19 +2.80 ± 0.15

m!± " m!0 e"ect on % "7.88

m!± " m!0 e"ect on #" +4.09 +4.02

m"± " m"0
bare

0.20+0.27
!0.19 0.11+0.19

!0.11

!!&, electrom. decays "5.91 ± 0.59 "6.39 ± 0.64

"16.07 ± 1.22 "16.70 ± 1.23
Total

"16.07 ± 1.85

The IB corrections applied to the lowest order hadronic
contribution to the muon g ! 2 using $ data in the dom-

Important below the ρ peak

IB corrections to τ data and associated uncertainties
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▶We are studying the GEM(t) factor, relating the γ-inclusive and non-
radiative two-pion tau decays, that needs to be subtracted to obtain the 
corresponding contribution to aμ. 

CONCLUSIONS
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▶We are studying the GEM(t) factor, relating the γ-inclusive and non-
radiative two-pion tau decays, that needs to be subtracted to obtain the 
corresponding contribution to aμ. 

CONCLUSIONS

▶χPT & VMD are compatible for virtual+real IR g corrections: We have 
identified a term of O(k0) giving a difference in the Low amplitude within 
these approaches and showed that it has a negligible impact in GEM(t). 
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contribution from the rwp vertex (absent in CEN). 
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▶We are studying the GEM(t) factor, relating the γ-inclusive and non-
radiative two-pion tau decays, that needs to be subtracted to obtain the 
corresponding contribution to aμ. 

CONCLUSIONS

▶χPT & VMD are compatible for virtual+real IR g corrections: We have 
identified a term of O(k0) giving a difference in the Low amplitude within 
these approaches and showed that it has a negligible impact in GEM(t). 

▶On the contrary, GEM(t) is sensitive to the form factor 
parametrization in regions giving the largest contributions to aμ. 

▶Model-dependent corrections, of O(k) in the amplitude, were still missing. 

They are negligible according to CEN but Flores et. al. identified a large 
contribution from the rwp vertex (absent in CEN). 

▶We are after reducing the error in aμHVP,LO 
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